
  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the Benchmark Regulation (BMR) about?  
The BMR is the European Union’s response to LIBOR / EURIBOR scandals and allegations of manipulation of foreign 
exchange and commodity benchmarks. It intends to reduce risk of manipulation of benchmarks by addressing 
conflicts of interest, governance controls and use of discretion in the benchmark-setting process. The Benchmark 
Regulation EU 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council came into force on 30 June 2016 and 
entered into application 1 January 2018 

 
What is the Benchmarks Supplement? 
To address the BMR requirement for transactions to contain a fallback providing for the cessation of a benchmark, 
the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”) has published the Benchmarks Supplement.  

 The Benchmarks Supplement specifies trigger events relating to the cessation of a benchmark or the inability 
of entities to continue to reference a benchmark in a transaction due to regulatory constraints, and fallbacks 
for those circumstances 

 The Benchmarks Supplement is an elective supplement to the following 
ISDA definitions booklets: 2006 ISDA; 2002 Equity Derivatives; 1998 FX 
and Currency Option; 2005 ISDA Commodity 

 Unlike certain other supplements to ISDA Definitions, parties need to take 
positive steps to incorporate the terms of the Benchmarks Supplement 
into their OTC derivatives documentation in order for it to apply 

How does the Benchmarks Supplement benefit you?  
 The terms of the supplement have been drafted to apply in respect of 

contract terms set out in the definitions.  ISDA has stated that the problem 
with existing fallbacks is that these fallbacks were not drafted with 
permanent cessation in mind. They are therefore not robust enough to 
cover the permanent cessation of a benchmark.  

 The Benchmark supplement in addition to ensuring compliance with BMR 
requirements covers inadequacies in contract terms. Therefore, applying 
the Benchmarks Supplement  in the contractual relationship with our 
Clients protects them in the event that a benchmark is materially changed 
or ceases to be provided 

What is the scope of the application of these requirements to our 
business? 
The relevant scope includes Clients serviced by an EU marketer trading OTC 
transactions 

If I am located outside the EU, do I still need to comply? 
While a party with which we are dealing can, itself be outside of the scope 
of direct application of the BMR, as a supervised entity located in the EU, 
BNP Paribas is subject to the requirements of BMR when servicing from 
an EEA location. Therefore, it is necessary that Benchmarks Supplement  
is applied to in scope transactions, in order to ensure regulatory 
compliance. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Timelines 

 
01 January 2018 
Entry into application of BMR including 
requirements on fallbacks 
 
19 September 2018 
ISDA Publication of BMR Supplement  
 
10 December 2018 
ISDA 2018 BMR Supplement Protocol  
published 
 

 

  Benchmark Regulation: Fallback Factsheet 

 

 

 

 
   

     

 
 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Finfo%2Flaw%2Fbenchmarks-regulation-eu-2016-1011_en&data=02%7C01%7CPeter.Otuwehinmi%40ihsmarkit.com%7Cf65588a234264dc82aaa08d75792b116%7Cc1156c2fa3bb4fc4ac073eab96da8d10%7C1%7C0%7C637074159855473511&sdata=uijwVoi%2Bzkzxcr1jK%2BguzawKGcShEaKETtS7ryzIt7U%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Finfo%2Flaw%2Fbenchmarks-regulation-eu-2016-1011_en&data=02%7C01%7CPeter.Otuwehinmi%40ihsmarkit.com%7Cf65588a234264dc82aaa08d75792b116%7Cc1156c2fa3bb4fc4ac073eab96da8d10%7C1%7C0%7C637074159855473511&sdata=uijwVoi%2Bzkzxcr1jK%2BguzawKGcShEaKETtS7ryzIt7U%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.isda.org%2F2018%2F09%2F19%2Fisda-publishes-benchmarks-supplement%2F&data=02%7C01%7CPeter.Otuwehinmi%40ihsmarkit.com%7Cf65588a234264dc82aaa08d75792b116%7Cc1156c2fa3bb4fc4ac073eab96da8d10%7C1%7C0%7C637074159855493499&sdata=o%2FWn63%2FRvG5cIfWMetQtUdy3DZSnUmlvn%2FUt7BjaPAk%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.isda.org%2F2018%2F09%2F19%2Fisda-publishes-benchmarks-supplement%2F&data=02%7C01%7CPeter.Otuwehinmi%40ihsmarkit.com%7Cf65588a234264dc82aaa08d75792b116%7Cc1156c2fa3bb4fc4ac073eab96da8d10%7C1%7C0%7C637074159855493499&sdata=o%2FWn63%2FRvG5cIfWMetQtUdy3DZSnUmlvn%2FUt7BjaPAk%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.isda.org%2F2018%2F09%2F19%2Fisda-publishes-benchmarks-supplement%2F&data=02%7C01%7CPeter.Otuwehinmi%40ihsmarkit.com%7Cf65588a234264dc82aaa08d75792b116%7Cc1156c2fa3bb4fc4ac073eab96da8d10%7C1%7C0%7C637074159855493499&sdata=o%2FWn63%2FRvG5cIfWMetQtUdy3DZSnUmlvn%2FUt7BjaPAk%3D&reserved=0


 

 

 

What is required of me in order to comply? 
1. Adhere to ISDA Benchmarks protocol: 

a. In order to help you adhere to the protocol ISDA has created a step-by-step guide which can 
accessed if you Click here. For further help, ISDA has also created a FAQ 

b. ISDA Benchmarks protocol enables a multilateral approach to the application of the BMR 
supplement with all your market counterparts that are similarly adhering (and will prevent 
requirements for bi-lateral repapering to be effect with other protocol adherents) 
 

2. Deliver an election in the form of a questionnaire via the ISDA Amend Tool 
a. To address the question of whether or not legacy transactions should be included in the scope of 

the coverage of the protocol, it is necessary to deliver an election in the form of a questionnaire via 
the ISDA Amend Tool a technology based solution developed by ISDA and IHS Markit. Once 
implemented, this questionnaire will be deemed to have been exchanged with other protocol 
adherents 

 
BNP Paribas’ position is to use the ISDA Benchmarks protocol to apply the Benchmarks Supplement to new and 
legacy trades. 
 

What happens if I do not adhere? 
The fallback and related provisions contained in the Benchmarks Supplement will not apply to your transactions. This 
will inhibit your (if relevant) and our compliance with the BMR 28(2) requirements. As mentioned above, the terms 
of the supplement have been drafted to apply in respect of contract terms set out in the definitions.  ISDA has stated 
that the problem with existing fallbacks is that these fallbacks were not drafted with permanent cessation in mind. 
They are therefore not robust enough to cover the permanent cessation of a benchmark. The Benchmark supplement 
in addition to ensuring compliance with BMR requirements covers inadequacies in contract terms so, applying the 
supplement can cover inadequacies in the contract terms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further questions, please contact our Benchmark Regulatory Client request team at 
benchmark.protocol@bnpparibas.com  
 

Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared in good faith by BNP Paribas. This document is provided to you by BNP Paribas or any of its affiliates for informational purposes only, is intended 
for your use only and may not be quoted, circulated or otherwise referred to without BNP Paribas’ express consent. This document is not a research report or a research 
recommendation and does not constitute a personal recommendation. This document should not be considered as an offer or a solicitation to engage in any trading strategy or to 
purchase or sell any financial instruments or offer any clearing or other services. The information and opinions contained in this document have been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but BNP Paribas makes no representation, express or implied, that such information and opinions are accurate or complete. In any event, information in 
this publication is intended to provide only a general outline of the subjects covered. This material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, legal, tax, accounting, 
regulatory or financial advice. Other financial institutions or persons may have different opinions or draw different conclusions from the same facts or ideas analysed in this 
document. No BNP Paribas Group Company accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this 
document.  

BNP Paribas does not provide legal or regulatory advice and, in all cases, recipients should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the information contained in this 
document and should consult their own professional advisers. 

BNP Paribas, incorporated in France with Limited Liability (Registered Office: 16 boulevard des Italiens, 75009 Paris, France, 662 042 449 RCS Paris,www.bnpparibas.com) is 
authorized and supervised by European Central Bank (ECB) and by Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) in respect of supervisions for which the competence 
remains at national level, pursuant to Council Regulation n° 1024/2013 of 15 October 2013 conferring specific tasks on the ECB concerning policies relating to the prudential 
supervision of credit institutions. 

BNP Paribas London Branch  
10 Harewood Avenue, London NW1 6AA; tel: +44 20 7595 2000; fax: +44 20 7595 2555- www.bnpparibas.com. 
Incorporated in France with Limited Liability. Registered Office: 16 boulevard des Italiens, 75009 Paris, France. 662 042 449 RCS Paris. 
BNP Paribas London Branch is lead supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR). BNP Paribas London Branch is 
authorised by the ECB, the ACPR and the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. 
Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on 
request. BNP Paribas London Branch is registered in England and Wales under no. FC13447. 
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